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Crystal nucleation is a much-studied phenomenon, yet the rate at
which it occurs remains dif®cult to predict. Small crystal nuclei
form spontaneously in supersaturated solutions, but unless their
size exceeds a critical valueÐthe so-called critical nucleusÐthey
will re-dissolve rather than grow. It is this rate-limiting step that
has proved dif®cult to probe experimentally. The crystal nuclea-
tion rate depends on Pcrit, the (very small) probability that a
critical nucleus forms spontaneously, and on a kinetic factor (k)
that measures the rate at which critical nuclei subsequently grow.
Given the absence of a priori knowledge of either quantity,
classical nucleation theory1 is commonly used to analyse crystal
nucleation experiments, with the unconstrained parameters
adjusted to ®t the observations. This approach yields no `®rst
principles' prediction of absolute nucleation rates. Here we
approach the problem from a different angle, simulating the
nucleation process in a suspension of hard colloidal spheres, to
obtain quantitative numerical predictions of the crystal nuclea-
tion rate. We ®nd large discrepancies between the computed
nucleation rates and those deduced from experiments2±4: the
best experimental estimates of Pcrit seem to be too large by several
orders of magnitude.

The probability (per particle) that a spontaneous ¯uctuation will

result in the formation of a critical nucleus depends exponentially
on the free energy DGcrit that is required to form such a nucleus:

Pcrit � exp�2DGcrit=kBT� �1�

where T is the absolute temperature and kB is Boltzmann's constant.
According to classical nucleation theory (CNT), the total free energy
of a crystallite that forms in a supersaturated solution contains two
terms: the ®rst is a `bulk' term that expresses the fact that the solid is
more stable than the supersaturated ¯uidÐthis term is negative
and proportional to the volume of the crystallite. The second is a
`surface' term that takes into account the free-energy cost of creating
a solid±liquid interface. This term is positive and proportional to
the surface area of the crystallite. According to CNT, the total
(Gibbs) free-energy cost to form a spherical crystallite with radius R
is

DG �
4

3
pR3rSDm � 4pR2g �2�

where rS is the number-density of the solid, Dm (,0) is the
difference in chemical potential of the solid and the liquid, and g
is the solid±liquid interfacial free energy density. The function DG
goes through a maximum at R � 2g=�rSjDmj� and the height of the
nucleation barrier is:

DGcrit �
16p

3
g3=�rSjDmj�2

�3�

The crystal-nucleation rate per unit volume, I, is the product of Pcrit

and the kinetic prefactor k:

I � k exp�2DGcrit=kBT� �4�

The CNT expression for the nucleation rate then becomes:

I � k exp 2
16p

3
g3=�rSjDmj�2

� �
�5�
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Figure 1 The calculated free-energy barrier for homogeneous crystal nucleation of hard-

sphere colloids. Results are shown for three values of the volume fraction of the colloids in

the liquid phase. fliq � 0:5207, 0.5277 and 0.5343. The barrier was computed using

equation (6). A prerequisite for the calculation of the nucleation barrier is the choice of a

`reaction coordinate' that measures the progress from liquid to solid. As our reaction

coordinate we use n, the number of particles that constitute the largest solid-like cluster in

the system. A criterion based on that in ref. 8 was used to identify which particles are

solid-like. If two solid-like particles are less than 2j apart, where j is the diameter of a

particle, then they are counted as belonging to the same cluster. Using this technique we

are able to distinguish between particles in a liquid-like environment and particles that

belong to crystalline nuclei. For all but the smallest clusters, P �n�p 1. We used

`umbrella sampling'22 to determine P (n ) in the range where it is very small. The total

simulation was split up into a number of smaller simulations that were restricted to a

sequence of narrow, but overlapping `windows' of n values. Stacking rearrangements in

the crystalline nuclei were found to be slow. To alleviate this problem, we applied the

parallel tempering scheme of Geyer and Thompson23 to exchange clusters between

adjacent windows. All simulations were performed at constant pressure and with the total

number of particles (solid plus liquid) ®xed. For every window, the simulations took at least

8 3 105 Monte Carlo moves per particle, excluding equilibration. The results of all

simulations are presented in reduced units. In all cases, periodic boundary conditions

were imposed. To eliminate noticeable ®nite-size effects, we simulated systems

containing 3,375 hard spheres. The drawn curves are ®ts to the CNT expression (equation

(2)). The ®ts yield the following values: geff�P � 15� � 0:699, geff�P � 16� � 0:738

and geff�P � 17� � 0:748.
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This expression has been used extensively to analyse crystal-nuclea-
tion experiments. However, as a rigorous theory for the kinetic
prefactor is lacking, CNT has not been very successful in predicting
absolute nucleation rates. Rather, the kinetic prefactor k and, more
often than not, the effective interfacial free energy g are ®tted to
match the experimental nucleation rates1. This situation is now
changing. The computer simulations that we report here allow us to
predict absolute crystal nucleation rates without making use of any
adjustable ®t parameters or, for that matter, of the assumptions
underlying CNT. It is obviously important to compare the simula-
tion results with crystal-nucleation experiments on a system that is
very well characterized. For this reason, we chose to simulate crystal
nucleation in suspensions of hard-sphere colloids. The hard-sphere
freezing transition is probably better characterized than any other.
Moreover, several groups have performed experimental studies of
crystal nucleation in suspensions of hard-sphere colloids2±5.

Experimental nucleation rate densities are usually expressed in
dimensionless form: I* [ Ij5=D0. Here j is the hard-core diameter
of the colloidal particles and D0 is their self-diffusion coef®cient at
in®nite dilution. In what follows, we always use reduced quantities
and hence we will omit the asterisk. We use j as our unit of length,
kBT as our unit of energy and j2/D0 as our unit of time. In the
analysis of experiments on hard-core colloids, the kinetic prefactor k
is usually written as Af5/3

liq D(fliq), where fliq is the volume fraction of

the colloids in the liquid phase, D(f) is the (known) reduced
diffusivity at volume fraction f, while A and g are treated as
adjustable parameters3,4,6. We note that, even apart from the use
of adjustable parameters to ®t the data, the experimental tests of
CNT for hard-sphere freezing are, at present, rather indirect as
experiments do not probe the shape of the nucleation barrier
directly. Nor do they provide information about the structure of
the critical nucleus.

We have performed numerical simulations of hard-sphere col-
loids that allow us to compute the shape and height of the
nucleation barrier and the structure of the critical nucleus. In
addition, we have performed kinetic Monte Carlo simulations to
compute the kinetic prefactor k. These allow us to compare our
simulation results for the reduced nucleation rate (without adjus-
table parameters) with the values of I determined in experiment2±4.

To study the formation of a critical crystal nucleus, we used a
biased Monte Carlo method7,8. This scheme allows us to compute
the equilibrium probability P(n) for the formation of a crystalline
cluster of size n. The (Gibbs) free energy of a cluster of size n is given
by:

G�n� � const:2 ln�P�n�� �6�

We computed the nucleation barrier as a function of the cluster size
n for hard-sphere ¯uids that were compressed above the coexistence
pressure Pcoex � 11:67 (ref. 9). Simulations were performed at
reduced pressures P � 15, 16 and 17, corresponding to volume
fractions of the liquid fliq � 0:5207, 0.5277 and 0.5343. These state
points correspond to the lower range of supersaturations where
hard-sphere nucleation has been studied experimentally2±4. The
reason for selecting this density regime is that at higher super-
saturations, many crystal nuclei form simultaneously.

Figure 1 shows the computed excess Gibbs free energy associated
with the formation of a cluster of size n in a supercooled liquid. The
top of the barrier determines DGcrit and the critical nucleus size.
Comparing our results for DGcrit with the best experimental
estimates, we ®nd that the latter are three times too low3,4. One
possible source of discrepancy could be that we simulated mono-
disperse suspensions, whereas the experimental systems have a size
polydispersity of approximately 5%. We therefore repeated the
simulations for a system with 5% polydispersity. However, we
found that the only effect of polydispersity is to shift the coexistence
curve. To within the numerical error in DGcrit (61kBT), the mono-
disperse and polydisperse suspensions have the same nucleation
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Figure 2 Reduced nucleation rates I as a function of the volume fraction of the meta-

stable liquid. The simulation data for monodisperse colloids are indicated by asterisksÐ

the drawn curve joining the simulation points is meant as a guide to the eye. We also show

the experimental results of ref. 2 (crossed circles), ref. 3 (open and ®lled circles) and ref. 4

(triangles). We also performed simulations on model systems that have the same

polydispersity (5%) as the experimental systems. These simulation results are denoted by

®lled squares. The discrepancy between the latter simulations and experiment is

unexpected and signi®cant. Several factors could complicate the comparison with the

available experiments: ®rst, the experiments yield a `time-averaged' nucleation rate that

may differ from the steady-state rate that we compute. Secondly, it is conceivable that the

experimental systems contain some pre-critical nuclei.

Figure 3 Snapshot of a cross-section of a critical nucleus of a hard-sphere crystal at a

liquid volume fraction f � 0:5207. The ®gure shows a three-layer-thick slice through the

centre of the crystallite. Solid-like particles are shown in yellow, and liquid-like particles in

blue. The layers shown in the ®gure are close-packed hexagonal crystal planes. The

stacking shown in this ®gure happens to be f.c.c.-like (that is, ABC stacking): however,

analysis of many such snapshots showed that f.c.c. and h.c.p. stackings were equally

likely.
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barrier at the same supersaturation (that is, at the same value of
Dm). We also compared the computed nucleation barriers with the
predictions based on CNT. The dependence of rS and Dm on P can
be accurately computed using the phenomenological equations of
state for the solid and ¯uid phase of hard spheres10. For g we take a
recent numerical estimate11. The resulting CNT predictions for
DGcrit are 30±50% too low. These deviations are not small. For
instance, for a barrier height of 40kBT, an error of 30% in DGcrit

implies an error of the order of 105 in exp�2 DGcrit=kBT� and the
experimental estimate of exp�2 DGcrit=kBT� is in error by a factor of
the order of 1011. Although the computed barrier heights are not
predicted correctly by CNT, we can still ®t our data to the functional
form given by CNT (equation (2)). Using n � 4prSR3=3, we can
express equation (2) in terms of the cluster size n. The only
adjustable parameter in our ®t of the simulation data is the effective
interfacial free-energy density geff. Figure 1 shows that CNT repro-
duces the functional form of the nucleation barrier, except for very
small clusters. The ®t yielded the following values:
geff �P � 15� � 0:699, geff �P � 16� � 0:738 and geff �P � 17� �
0:748. Again, we ®nd the same answer for the system with 5%
polydispersity: that is, at the same supersaturation we obtain the
same values for geff of the monodisperse and polydisperse samples.
We note that the numerical estimate of geff is higher than the value
deduced from the analysis of experimental nucleation data: the data
analysis of refs 3 and 4 suggests that geff � 0:5. As DGcrit,g3

eff , the
experimental estimate of DGcrit is a factor of three too low. If we
assume that geff depends linearly on pressure, then our simulation
results extrapolate to a value of g < 0:62 at coexistenceÐin good
agreement with the numerical estimate11. However, in the regime

where nucleation experiments have been performed, we ®nd much
larger values for geff (between 0.7 and 0.75). CNT fails because it
uses the value of g at coexistence in equation (3) to predict DGcrit.

Our simulations allow us to give what we believe to be the ®rst
parameter-free estimate of the crystal nucleation rate. To this end,
we need to compute the reduced kinetic prefactor k. It has the
following form: k � Zrfnc

=D0, where Z is the Zeldovitch factor1, r is
the number density of the supersaturated liquid, and fnc

is the
addition rate of particles to the critical nucleus. The Zeldovitch
factor Z � �jDG0�ncrit�j=�2pkBT��1=2, where DG0(n) is the second
derivative of DG(n), can be obtained directly from the simulation
results. We have computed fnc

/D0 using kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations of the hard-sphere suspension12. In such simulations,
the effect of hydrodynamic interactions between colloids is ignored.
However, in line with ref. 13, we correct for this effect by multiplying
our Monte Carlo results for fnc

by a factor a�f� [ Ds�f�=D0, where
Ds(f) is the short-time self-diffusion coef®cient at volume fraction
f. Several, rather similar, functional forms for a(f) have been
proposed in the literature. Here we use the phenomenological
expression a�f� � �1 2 f=0:64�1:17 (ref. 6). When applying the
same approach to the computation of the long-time self-diffusion
constant, we reproduce the experimental data in the same density
range (see ref. 4) to within the statistical error. We estimate that the
error in ln k is 61, that is, about the same as the error in DGcrit/kBT.

Figure 2 shows our numerical estimate for the reduced nucleation
rate I. We have computed I both for a monodisperse suspension and
for a suspension with 5% polydispersity. The latter results can be
compared directly with the experimental studies of steady-state
nucleation2±4. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the simulated and experi-
mental curves almost intersect, but for most densities we observe
discrepancies of many orders of magnitude. Such discrepancies are
both real and a cause for concern, as we estimate that our computed
nucleation rates are accurate to within one order of magnitude. We
therefore argue that the problem must be with the interpretation of
the experiments, and hope that future `real-space' experiments will
provide an explanation for the discrepancy in the computed
nucleation rates and barrier heights.

The simulations allow us to address a question that cannot, at
present, be answered experimentally: what is the structure of the
critical nucleus? Figure 3 shows an example of a snapshot of a
critical nucleus observed in our simulations. CNT makes the
assumption that the (pre) critical nuclei are effectively spherical,
and have the same structure as the stable bulk phase that is
nucleating. However, Ostwald14 pointed out in 1897 that the
phase that nucleates need not be the one that is thermodynamically
stable. In recent years, several attempts have been made to provide a
microscopic explanation for Ostwald's observation15±17. Alexander
and McTague15 have argued, on the basis of Landau theory, that in
the early stages of crystal nucleation a body-centred cubic (b.c.c.)
crystallite should form that would subsequently transform into the
stable crystal phase. Indeed, simulations of pre-critical nuclei in a
Lennard±Jones (`argon') liquid are found to have b.c.c. structure,
rather than the stable face-centred cubic (f.c.c.)Ðbut this f.c.c.
phase is only slightly more stable than the hexagonal close packed
(h.c.p.) phase18. In fact, the f.c.c.±h.c.p. free-energy difference is so
small that small hard-sphere crystals will always contain an equili-
brium concentration of stacking faults5,19±21. It would clearly be
interesting to know by what route hard-sphere crystals nucleate:
does the small size lift the effective degeneracy between f.c.c. and
h.c.p. structures to the extent that one of these dominates, or do
hard-sphere crystal nuclei obey the predictions of the Alexander-
McTague theory and exhibit a b.c.c. or possibly even icosahedral
structure?

To answer this question we analysed the structure of the crystal-
line nucleus. The stable structure of a bulk hard-sphere solid is
f.c.c.18. But as the free energy of stacking faults is small20,21, small
crystallites are expected to exhibit random stacking of f.c.c. and
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Figure 4 Structure analysis of (pre) critical crystal nuclei. The ®gure shows the relative

weight of the structural signatures for r.h.c.p., b.c.c., icosahedral and liquid-like ordering

in hard-sphere crystal nuclei of size n. In order to perform the structural analysis, we ®rst

computed the distribution of bond-order parameters for the various pure structures8. This

is straightforward for liquid structures. In the case of the randomly stacked hexagonal

close-packed structure, we determined the signature of a randomly stacked bulk crystal.

However, no stable b.c.c. or icosahedral structures exist for monodisperse hard spheres.

But we found that we could generate metastable b.c.c. structures for slightly (3%)

polydisperse hard-sphere crystals. We computed the b.c.c. signature for this structure. In

the case of the icosahedral structure, we computed the relevant bond-order parameter

distributions for a particle that was constrained to be in an arti®cially stabilized icosahedral

environment of the correct density. The ®gure shows that b.c.c. and icosahedral

structures play no role in the nucleation process. Small clusters are fairly disordered and

have an appreciable liquidlike signature. The ®gure also shows that the r.h.c.p. signature

is dominant for all cluster sizes. However, small crystallites tend to be fairly disordered. In

those structures, the b.c.c. and liquid-like signatures become noticeable.
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h.c.p. domains. Indeed, direct inspection of the crystal nuclei
generated in our simulations show that the critical nucleus is
randomly stacked. The next question to ask is if there is any evidence
for b.c.c. or icosahedral ordering. To this end, we used the analysis
technique of ten Wolde et al.8. This approach allows us to analyse
any cluster structure as a mixture of simple reference structures. We
assume that pre-critical nuclei need not have the random-hexagonal
close-packed (r.h.c.p.) structure. Rather, we allow for the possibility
that the nuclei exhibit a signature characteristic of b.c.c., icosahedral
or even liquid-like ordering. Every structure is characterized by a set
of numbers {fbcc, frhcp, ficos, fliq}, where the value of fa denotes the
relative importance of structure a in the cluster. In Fig. 4 we show
the results for fbcc, frhcp, ficos and fliq as a function of the size of the
largest cluster in the system at P � 15. The results for P � 16 and 17
are qualitatively similar. The ®gure shows that icosahedral ordering
is not observed for any nucleus size. Small clusters still have some
b.c.c. or liquid-like signature. But in all cases the r.h.c.p. signature is
dominant. The same conclusion holds for the weakly polydisperse
crystals that we studied. This observation shows that the simplest of
all crystals does not con®rm the theoretical prediction that b.c.c. (or
icosahedral) (pre)nuclei should be favoured in the crystallization of
simple liquids15±17. Our ®nding is also unexpected in the light of the
®nding that pre-critical Lennard±Jones nuclei have a b.c.c.
structure8. As the structure of simple liquids is known to be
dominated by the short-ranged repulsive forces, we expected that
the structure of the pre-critical nucleus in hard-sphere ¯uids would
be b.c.c., as in the Lennard±Jones case.

Random hexagonal close packing (r.h.c.p. stacking) in freshly
nucleated colloidal hard-sphere crystals has been observed in several
experiments5,19. It is usually assumed that the origin of the r.h.c.p.
stacking is purely kinetic. Although this may be correct for larger
crystals, the present simulation indicates that, in the early stages of
nucleation, the r.h.c.p. structure is simply more stable than f.c.c.
This phenomenon can be interpreted as a manifestation of Ost-
wald's `step rule'14. The hard-sphere ¯uid nucleates into the meta-
stable r.h.c.p. structure. Only later does this metastable structure
transform into the stable f.c.c. structure20,21. M
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Materials containing organic±inorganic interfaces usually display
a combination of molecular and solid-state properties, which are
of interest for applications ranging from chemical sensing1 to
microelectronics2 and catalysis3. ThiolsÐorganic compounds car-
rying a SH groupÐare widely used to anchor organic layers to
gold surfaces6, because gold is catalytically suf®ciently active to
replace relatively weak S±H bonds with Au±S bonds, yet too inert
to attack C±C and C±H bonds in the organic layer. But although
several methods4±6 of functionalizing the surfaces of semiconduc-
tors, oxides and metals are known, it remains dif®cult to attach a
wide range of more complex organic species. Organic layers could,
in principle, be formed on the surfaces of metals that are capable of
inserting into strong bonds, but such surfaces catalyse the decom-
position of organic layers at temperatures above 400 to 600 K,
through progressive C±H and C±C bond breaking7. Here we
report that cycloketones adsorbed on molybdenum carbide, a
material known to catalyse a variety of hydrocarbon conversion
reactions8±11, transform into surface-bound alkylidenes stable to
above 900 K. We expect that this chemistry can be used to create a
wide range of exceptionally stable organic layers on molybdenum
carbide.

The experiments were performed by exposing clean molybdenum
carbide, in the form of b-Mo2C, to cycloketones and then probing
the surface using infrared re¯ectance, mass spectrometric thermal
desorption, X-ray photoemission (XPS) and chemical reactivity
methods. We observed two intense desorption peaks appearing
between 900 and 1,200 K, shown in Fig. 1. This feature is common
to the data for C4±C6 cycloketones, and mass spectrometric calibra-
tion data (see Supplementary Information) identify the desorbing
species, in each case, as the parent cycloketone molecule. These high-
temperature peaks must then arise from ketone-formation reactions,
because intact small molecules typically desorb below 400 K.
Furthermore, the intermediates for ketone formation must be
stable to above 900 K, in contrast to previous observations7 of the
stability of complex organic species on materials as catalytically
active8±11 as b-Mo2C. Infrared re¯ectance spectra (Fig. 2a) of a
cyclobutanone monolayer adsorbed on b-Mo2C at 105 K display a
carbonyl stretching vibration band at 1,730 cm-1 characteristic of a
chemisorption bond between the carbonyl oxygen and the surface.
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